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XRB Galaxy is a virtual galaxy containing various orbits inside the XRB.
MARS (Bitkub Metaverse) is the first colonial and livable planet that
we would like everyone to explore the fun and chaos of this world.

Our Galaxy Metaverse will be a Development, Publishing and
Operations Platform based on the Blockchain, NFTs and
Cryptocurrency. It will be deployed initially on the Bitkub Chain, but
will be modified to be cross-chain later in the development cycle.

XRB Galaxy 
BITKUB Metaverse 
Official Whitepaper
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To create social experience in which users can
get together, have fun, explore different areas,
unfold the hidden story of XRB, socialize and
even play through mini-games. 

To provide new opportunity for businesses by
integrating with web 3 technology

To be the leader in both graphical excellence 
and chaotic exploration metaverse that 
everyone can enjoy

Vision

Mission
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In the future,  Earth wil l  lack the necessary resources to 
sustain l i fe.  In a desperate attempt for survival ,  Mankind 
devised a plan to experiment with different species to 
increase their unique abil it ies for l i fe on other planets.

These species'  primary purpose is to f ind resources from 
other planets.  One species,  rabbits ,  could cultivate.  
Unfortunately,  their spaceship was struck by the most 
powerful al ien mineral ,  "Carotium." However,  the rabbits 
gained unrivaled evolutionary powers from this coll is ion 
and landed on Mars!

The rabbits have created a Colony on their new home 
planet.  They have evolved and become the Universe's 
greatest cultivators.  A new star of hope was born.

10,000 years passed, and Mars is now the "center" of the 
Universe.  Various al ien races across the galaxy come to 
Mars for refuge to guarantee their survival .

This is  the story of l i fe on XRB Galaxy.
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The fully customizable character with tradeable
cosmetic NFT element
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A fully immersive
world that lets
everyone plays,
engages, creates

and enjoys together

Customizable avatar 
enables everyone to

stand out and be
what they want to be 

Mini-game and social 
activity will be our 
primary sources of 
fun in XRB Galaxy 

powered by Earn Kub  

Own land and make
some business with

Web 3 NPC system that
can link your business

into the metaverse
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Bitkub City
XRB City
Mutelulu
Port Town
The Oasis (Lake Land)
Pioneer Village

Over 10,000 Lands in
various sizes (XS, S, M, L, XL)

Zones 
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Landowners can create quests,  build businesses,  
and rent their land to others.  Al l  this using our

They can purchase NPCs to put on their land 
and "design" their role.

NPC Business Manager to faci l itate trade & build 
businesses
NPC Storytellers to give quests
NPC Workers to boost benefits for business owners
Util ity NPCs to connect with their DAPP 
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Liquidity will be controlled through Lock-ups and 
Timed releases.

Token Supply 200,000,000.

Play-To-Earn 
45%

Pools
20%

Founder
15%

Dev Team
10%

3rd Party 
10%
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Q3-4, 2022Q3-4, 2022Q3-4, 2022

Q2, 2023Q2, 2023Q2, 2023

Q4, 2023Q4, 2023Q4, 2023

Q1, 2024Q1, 2024Q1, 2024

Teaser
Exclusive Sneak Peek Event
Character Selection
XRB Token
Whitepaper0.5
XRB Profile Picture Sale

Land Sale
Character Customization 
Environment Interactive
In-Game Advertisement
Concession
Farming System Phase 1
Chat & Emo

Mini-game 
Mobile Version

Stay tuned for
updates!
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